FREEZE OUT™
MELTS SNOW, ICE & FROST

This specialized product starts to work immediately. Removes snow, ice and frost almost anywhere it forms. Apply prior to freezing to prevent icy build up. Pre-treat a towel and apply directly on glass to prevent glass from fogging during freezing temperatures.

GREAT FOR USE ON THESE APPLICATIONS

- WINDSHIELD WIPERS
- RUNNING BOARDS
- DOOR LOCKS • CHILLER COILS
- HEADLIGHTS • REFRIGERATORS
- TAILGATES • FREEZERS
- TRUNK LIDS • BUILDING WINDOWS
- INTERIOR GLASS • EXTERIOR GLASS
- RAMPS • STEPS
- DE-ICE FROZEN A/C UNITS

DIRECTIONS FOR USE:

SHAKE CAN WELL BEFORE USING

For windshield, headlights & windows - Spray directly on ice. For faster results start vehicle, turn on defroster and lights.

For H.V.A.C. applications - Flush with water after application.

For windshield wiper thaw - Spray directly on wiper blade where it makes contact with the windshield.

To thaw frozen locks - Spray close to lock, directly into lock. FREEZE OUT will not affect painted surfaces.

To prevent fog on inside windows - Pretreat a towel with FREEZE OUT and wipe directly on glass.

For use on steps, ramps, running boards - Spray directly on ice to melt. Apply prior to freeze to help prevent build up.

NOTE: Sprays best when contents of can are above 60°F.

HMIS CODES:

HEALTH – 3; FLAMMABILITY – 3; REACTIVITY – 1; PERSONAL PROTECTION – B.

FREEZE OUT™
MELTS SNOW, ICE & FROST

WORKS TO PREVENT FREEZING OF:

- WINDSHIELDS • LOCKS
- HEADLIGHTS • DOORS
- WINDOWS • TAILGATES
- TRUNK LIDS • RUNNING BOARDS
- RAMPS • STEPS
- OVERHEAD DOORS

WHEN USED IN ADVANCE ELIMINATES SCRAPING

DANGER

EXTREMELY FLAMMABLE AEROSOL. CONTAINS GAS UNDER PRESSURE; MAY EXPLODE IF HEATED.

NET WT. 12 OZ.